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Architecture [253-2671
The Japanese influence on architecture was not as
readily apparent as the influence seen in painting
and the decorative arts, but this trend was clearly
One of the elemenb at work in the complex, contradiction filled worid of Viennese architecture at
the tum of the Century. Japanese influence is first
apparent in architecture at the end of the 19th
Century and can be seen in the tendency toward a
planar, decorative handling of facades and inferior
wall decoration. Two typical examples of this
trend can be found in the planar tile decoration of
the facade of Otto Wagner’s Majolicahaus (1898)
and in the plant motif decoration in the inferior of
Wagner’s own residence on Köstlergaße (189899). The next generation of architects, represented by Hoffman and Loos, mixed this Japanese
sensibility with a strong influence from the British
craft movement. The simplicity of Japanese residential architecture with its combination of function and aesthetic spread as a considerable influence in inferior design. The influence of the fundamental character of Japanese architecture with
freely rearrangable inferior space made Viennese
architecture one of the elements of the post WWI
international Contemporary architecture movement.
(m.m.)
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Wagner, Otto
Wien municipal railway Station
“Karlsplatz” 2nd design
1898
Pencü, per), blue and black ink, watercolour, blue s|>ray. gold
and white watercolours
65 X 46 cm
Historisches Museum der Stadt Wien
Inv.No. 77262
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Wagner became the artistic advisor to the Vienna
Traffic Establishments and Donau Arrangement
Committee in 1894 and planned a great number of
functional architecture projects. .4round this time
Wagner’s work began to display Jugendstil elements. For example, the Karlsplatz Station shows
an Overall use of a stylized sunflower pattem.
Wagner, as he recommended in his Modem ArchP
tecture (1895), made a positive use of the latest
modern designs leamed from presentation drawings in westem European magazincs. A classic
sense of Japonisme can be found in the various
decorative elements placed around the edge of this
drawing, for example, the curvilinear form of the
smoke ascending from the fireplace, the naturalist
element of the bird on the electrica! wires, and the
use of a gold ground.
(m.m.)
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Wagner, Otto
Church in “Steinhof Ist project
1902
Pen and colour pencils, blue and white watercolours
Signed lower ri^t: OTTO WAGNER
55.8 X 47 cm
Historisches Museum der Stadt Wien
Inv.No. 96011/2
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